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Up to now the spectra of cumulative protons (CP) produced

in electromagnetic' interactions on nuclei have been

investigated only in rea l photon beam, i-e. with four momentum

transfer Q2=O [1,2,3,4,5J, The obtained data together with

those on primary hadrons [6,7,8,9,10] show, tha t CP spectra are

asymptotically invariant to the type and energy of primary

part icles and also to ta rget nuclei and have an exponential

form with slope parameter T Q =5OMeV. This means that cumulative

protons are produced in processes a t much higher temperatures

than in typical nuclear ones, where T .SlOMeV. '

Certainly, the invariance of spectra (especially to target

nuclei) is an argument in favour of the locality of cumulative

part icles production, but not an evidence. Far example, the

calculations show, that two—step processes also provide the

exponential form of spectra with close values of slope

parameter. Note that CP electroproduction -at di f ferent

four-momentum transfer are classical.

Recently we have s ta r ted new investigations of CP

production in (e,e'p) reaction. The f i r s t physical resul ts have

been obtained in [111- I t was shown tha t in energy spectra of

electrons scattered in coincidence with protons accepted in the

wide range of kinetic energy (BO-2OO)MeV the e f fec ts predicted

by the spectator model of two-body correlat ion are observed.

However, the cumulative protons spectra are not studied in

t i l l . Note, that i t is very important, because up to now such

data a t Q are absent, and according to the spectator model the

form of these spectra does not depend on Q . In this work the

f i r s t data obtained are presented and CP spectra in (e,e'p)

react ion on ac a t Q2=(O.l-O.25>GeV2/c2 are analyzed.

2. Experiment

The reaction

e + ^ C - e' + p + X (1)

has beeto investigated on the "Deuteron—2" experimental setup

under the following kinematical conditions: E =1.94GeV;

Ee.=<O.8-1.94)6ev; »e .=45±2°; T ={9O±7.5; 104+6.5; 123+1O;



149112.5; 181±17.5)MeV, -9 =(66±8°; 9O±B°; 120+8°; 140±8°).
ep

Electrons were detected by a magnetic spectrometer fl2} with a

n/e rejection system consisting of a gaseous threshold Cerenkov

counter [13] and a lead—scintillator "sandwich" shower counter

[14]. Protons were detected by the range telescope (RT) [15]

measuring dE/dx at a fixed range or fixed energy loss. Primary

electron beam characteristics are described in [16]. So far as

the main goal of this work is the investigation of the proton

spectra in the reaction (1), i t is important to be sure that

these spectra are measured without distortion. With this aim

two spectra from Ref.[17] are presented in Fig.l: the one

obtained with the present RT (points) and that obtained on

another experimental setup as a result of irradiation of the

target by bremsstrahlung j~-quanta (solid line). Fig.2 shows the

typical energy distribution of protons at fixed

v=E -E .=U6O±2O)MeV. The solid line is a calculation by CELEG

[18].

3. Experimental results

The energy spectra (invariant cross section" f=(l/p)d erf

dO dE ) of protons from (1) integrated over i>=(O-O.6H3eV are
P P

presented in Fig.3. The spectra for the wide angular range of
(112°<9 <14B°) ( ) as well as for different angles d =120° (

) and 9 =14O° ( ) are shown accordingly- The spectra are wellep
described by exponential parameterization

V W = C(W ""*-V W (2>

with slope parameters T S42MeV a t 9 =120° and T S33MeV ato op ep op
9 =14O , i-e. the spectra fa l l fas ter with increasingep
registrat ion angles, as i t was found in primary rea l photon

[19] and hadron [20] beams. However, the absolute values of T

in case of the reaction (1) are slightly di f ferent than in

photo- and hadroproduction. This is apparently due to the

integration in a wide range of v. To check this , the v

dependence of T is presented in Fig.4. As can be seen, the

parameter T grows with increasing v and a t 9 =14Or (see



Fig.4a), beginning with s.>=55O 400MeV, it lies on the plateau

with T S40MeV. In "1211- it has been noted, that spectra of
o

cumulative protons at a fixed angle of registration become

invariant (the T is independent of energy of j'-quanta)

starting from Ev=O.4-O.5GeV (see Fig.5 of Ref.f221, where

instead of T the energy dependence of the parameter B=2M Al^

is shown). The results presented in Fig.4 at •? =14O confirm
ep

this conclusion for virtual ^-quanta. However, in this case one

should be careful, because the Q are changed with increasing v

at a fixed electron scattering angle, whereas in case of

primary real photons the four—momentum transfer Q =O is a

constant. Fig.5 illustrates how strong is Q dependence of T .

As can be seen, a slow Q dependence of T is observed, and in

the investigated region of v the contribution of this effect

can be less than SJ7-. Therefore, making conclusions seems to be

correct. Note that, generally, the u dependence of T should be

studied at constant Q .

Although the uncertainties of T at & . =120° are large,

nevertheless one can conclude that in this case the increase of

T could be connected with the effect observed in [111, where

it is seen that at 9 =120 there are two peaks in the spectra

of electrons scattered within L>=(0~0.3)6eV and i;=(O.3-O.6)6eV,

which, apparently, is - to be interpreted as an influence of two

different processes. As in the case of >* =140 there is only
ep

one peak for t"=(O.3-O.6)GeV, which means a contribution of only
one mechanism, and therefore i> dependence of T has a "normal"

o

character.

As is predicted by the two-body correlation spectator

model, a shift of electron spectra towards low energies should

be observed. The calculations show that the quasielastic peak,

after scattering on nucleons with momentum ' within

P =(O.4-O-6)GeV/c will be just in the region of i<=(O-O.3)GeV at

& =120° and jj=(O.3-O.6)GeV atv & -^=140°. Therefore, the spectra

of protons from these regions of v have to be similar. Fig.6

presents both of them and, as is seen, the slope parameters are

the same. Indeed, the observed similarity of spectra is a

serious argument in favour of the two-body correlation

mechanism of CP production. However, for more evidences it. is '



necessary to investigate these spectra after choosing the

(e',p) events according to the kinematics of electrons

scattering on two—body correlation at rest. The same spectra

shown in Fig.6 after such a choice of the events are. presented

in Fig.7. As is seen, the spectra also are similar and besides,

the slope is slightly less.

It is interesting to investigate the spectra of protons at

& =120°, but in the range of f=(O.3-O.6)Gev, where a second
ep

peak in the electron spectra was observed [11J. In Fig.8 two

spectra of protons are presented: before and after the-

above-mentioned choosing of events. As one can see, in this

case the spectra of protons are strongly distorted, i-e. the

events with low energies of protons are cut off. Note, that the

data presented are preliminary and we plan to repeat this

experiment with an essentially higher statistics. The

comparison of experimental data with theoretical predictions

will be done in our forthcoming works.

Authors are thankful to the accelerator personnel for the

beam, and also to R.V.Ajvazyan, R.A-Asatryan, S.S.Mailyan,

A.O.0vanesyan, G.A.Petrosyan, KJ1.Stepanyan for assistance in

carrying out the experiment and in data processing.
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Figure captions

Fig.l Energy spectra of protons produced on C at

& =14O (a) - this experiment, sol id line
ep

v phatoproduction a t E max=4.5 GeV flfl.

Fig.2 Energy d is t r ibut ion of protons in quasielastic

region at f ix k>=(16O±2O)MeV. The sol id line is

calculat ion by CELEG [181 using standart Fermi

distr ibution.

Fig.3 Invariant cross section dependence of protons from

reaction (1) integrated over the ]_>=(0-0.6)GeV at

U2°<9 <14B°H), 9 =120±8°, * =140+8°.
Fig.4 The slope parameter T as a function of v at

&e =140° (a) and » e =120° (b).

Fig.5 Q2 of T for y=(0.3-0.6)GeV range at & =140°.o ep
Fig.& Energy spectra of protons for u=(0-0.3)GeV range at

j? =12O°(») and i.'=(O.3-O.6)GeV range at & =140°(X).ep ep
Fig.7 The same as in fig.6 after choosing the data by pair

kinematics. (x)-v£,,=W, (4)-&p=U0°

Fig.8 Spectra of protons from react ion (1) in the

y=(O.3-O.6)GeV range at * =120° before (X) and a f te r
ep

choosing the data by pair kinematics.
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